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I. INTRODUCTION
1.

Any application of the criminal law to non-disclosure, exposure or transmission
of HIV should be informed by the latest evidence in sciencei and medicine
regarding HIV and AIDS. Applying up-to-date and evidence-informed scientific
knowledge to the criminal law’s treatment of HIV-related harm, risk, intent,
consent, proof and punishment is likely to result in a rational and just use of the
criminal law in the context of HIV and also support public health strategies to
effectively address the HIV epidemic.

2.

At the same time, the application of the criminal law to non-disclosure,
exposure or transmission of HIV should also be based on an understanding of
broadly accepted concepts that determine the proper use of the criminal law in
relation to elements such as intent to harm, seriousness of harm and the level
of risk that harm will occur. This requires consideration of what type of facts are
appropriate and sufficient to establish intent to cause harm, consent and
wrongful conduct, particularly in the context of consensual sexual relationships.
It further requires an understanding of accepted standards for what constitutes
proof that this “culpable” intent and related “culpable” acts were the direct
cause of a serious harm.

3.

In most countries, the following three elements must be established for a
person to be considered guilty of a criminal offence:
(a) Proof of an intent to do wrong
(b) Proof of engaging in prohibited conduct (or omission) to act on that intent;
and
(c) Proof that the conduct resulted in intended or forseeable harm.ii

4.

This paper discusses how consistent application of sound science and criminal
law principles in relation to the criminalisation of HIV non-disclosure, exposure
and transmission can lead to outcomes that better serve both justice and public
health. In particular, it can improve laws, policies, and practices relating to:
(a) Understanding of harm and harmful conduct in the context of criminal
prosecutions for HIV non-disclosure, exposure and transmission (harm)
(b) The weight assigned to the risk that harm will occur in the application of
criminal law to HIV non-disclosure, exposure and transmission (risk)
(c) Knowledge of HIV status and its relevance in determining intent to cause
harm (intent)
(d) Disclosure and reliance on it as proxy for consent as a defence in HIV
criminalisation cases (disclosure, consent and other defences)
(e) The evidence on intent and harm-causing conduct that is required for
establishing liability in cases involving people with HIV (proof); and
(f) Punishment of those convicted of HIV non-disclosure, exposure and
transmission (penalties).

5.

Each section of the paper:
(a) Summarises the practices by criminal justice systems in countries where
the most prosecutions are occurring in relation to harm, risk, intent,
defences, proof and penalties relating to HIV non-disclosure, exposure and
transmission
(b) Outlines relevant science and legal principles in an attempt to illustrate the
problems with existing judicial practices, and suggests more appropriate
options to address behaviours that place other at risk of HIV infection; and
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(c) Outlines key questions for consideration during the expert meeting for which
the paper is written.
6.

Legislative and judicial characterisations of the harm caused by HIV and the
risks and routes of its transmission are the main sources of concern relating to
criminalisation of HIV non-disclosure, exposure and transmission.
Consequently, the sections below dealing with harm and risk receive the larger
focus in this paper.

7.

There are differences in how civil and common law criminal justice systems
introduce and prosecute cases, but fully addressing these differences is beyond
the scope of this paper, and the project for which it was produced. The aim
sought here is to highlight key scientific elements and legal policy responses
rather than to attempt to address country-specific situations.iii

II. HARM
Criminal law’s characterisations of the harm of HIV transmission
8.
The fact that HIV non-disclosure, exposure and transmission is prosecuted and
that HIV-specific criminal statutes exist reflect a view that HIV infection is a
significant harm. The key question is: how harmful is HIV infection? Views
range from a belief that infection with HIV is a “death sentence” to it being
considered a chronic illness.
9.

A number of United States courts have equated an HIV-positive person’s bodily
fluids – from salivaiv to semenv –as sources of very serious harm, e.g.“deadly
weapons”, a "harmful biological substance" under a state anti-bioterrorism law.vi
But HIV infection is not always regarded by Courts as “endanger[ing] the life” of
a criminal complainant.vii In July 2011, an Ottawa judge dismissed four charges
of attempted murder against a man accused of exposing others to HIV through
unprotected sex without disclosing his HIV status, noting that death is “a
possible” but not “an inevitable…or even a probable consequence” of
contracting the virus.viii

10.

Even viewed as a chronic illness, judges are likely to categorise HIV
transmission as a “serious harm” within the meaning of criminal assault and
related offenses.ix For example, a court accepted testimony that living with HIV
“harms a woman's ability to have children”. In a 2010 Scottish case a female
complainant chose to terminate her pregnancy – allegedly on her doctor's
advicex – when she discovered she was HIV-positive, and this was taken into
consideration in sentencing.xi

HIV exposure/fear of HIV infection as harm
11. In some jurisdictions, the criminal law allows for conviction and imprisonment
following an alleged exposure to HIV even when transmission does not occur.
In these cases, the harm is fear of HIV transmission and associated
psychological distress. In one recent US exposure-without-transmission case,
the court, when called upon to determine whether the defendant had placed the
complainant in “danger of death or serious bodily injury,” agreed with a
prosecutor’s claim on appeal that “[i]t cannot reasonably be disputed that …
HIV can be transmitted by exposure to bodily fluids of an infected person.”xii In
other areas, the criminal law also punishes exposing another to the risk of
serious harm and the fear created by doing so, such as assault cases that are
prosecuted when those placed in fear escape physical injury. But to the extent
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that the law seeks to punish for the harm of inducing fear, HIV exposure cases
are unique in that they rarely examine whether the fear is reasonable.xiii
12.

“Psychological harm” is usually applied in non-criminal cases (torts or delicts)
where one individual sues another rather than as an element of criminal law.xiv
In tort law, there is usually a requirement that this fear of harm be reasonable
and foreseeable, in addition to causing harm at a certain threshold (often
“nervous shock” in England and Wales, or a “recognised psychiatric illness” in
Canada). Simply being upset by something unpleasant or disturbing does not
rise to the level of “actionable” in most tort cases.xv For instance, the Ontario
Superior Court of Justice ruled in 2010 against patients who sued a hospital
after being made aware that they had been exposed to tuberculosis, finding
that, among other things, the alleged harm and fear was not enough to
establish a triable claim and survive summary judgment.xvi

13.

In sexual HIV exposure cases, HIV's harm is often based on the “betrayal” of
non-disclosure, and fears of contagion that may sometimes persist long after
the HIV antibody test window period has passed.xvii In spitting or biting cases,
the complainant may reveal fears of contagion that have no foundation in the
facts of how HIV transmission occurs. Where post-exposure prophylaxis
(PEP)xviii has been taken, the focus is on the temporary “harm” caused by side
effects of the drugs.xix

Nature of criminal charges in response to the harm of HIV exposure or
transmission
14. There are differences in how civil and common law criminal justice systems
introduce and prosecute cases. Significant differences that apply to HIV
criminalisation include that: (a) in common law jurisdictions, judges may create
and interpret law in the absence of a statute and are bound by precedent
(earlier court decisions); (b) in civil law jurisdictions, judges must apply statutes,
have limited authority to interpret those statutes and are not bound by
precedent;xx (c) in civil law jurisdictions, there are rarely juries; (c) and in civil
law jurisdictions, prosecutors, rather then police inspectors, usually direct
criminal investigations.xxi
15.

In both systems, police and prosecutors frequently treat alleged HIV exposure
or transmission as the basis for serious charges, with potentially substantial
sentences. The nature of the charges illustrates judicial or prosecutorial
concepts of the harm involved,xxii or policymakers’ beliefs concerning harm as
reflected in HIV-specific statutes.xxiii Five categories of criminal laws, listed
below, are most commonly applied to HIV exposure and transmission cases in
common law jurisdictions. In civil law jurisdictions (e.g. France and Belgium),
offences related to the “administration of substances dangerous to life” have
been applied to HIV exposure and transmission.

16.

Intentional homicide and attempted homicide - manslaughter, reckless and
negligent homicide
(a) Criminal prosecutions of cases in which transmission of HIV results in the
death of the victimxxiv are rare, but have occurred.xxv
(b) “Attempted homicide” and “attempted manslaughter” charges have been
based on sexual contact between HIV-positive defendants and their sexual
partners, including in the absence of transmission. xxvi A Finnish court
convicted a man on 17 counts of attempted manslaughter for having
unprotected intercourse with women while HIV-positive.xxvii
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(c) In some jurisdictions, “attempted homicide” convictions can be obtained
against defendants whose actions posed no risk of HIV transmission. This is
because factual impossibility is not a defence in many jurisdictions to alleged
“attempts” to kill someone.xxviii In the US case of State v. Smith,xxix for
instance, the court held that it was irrelevant whether the defendant’s biting of
a prison guard posed any risk of HIV transmission, and upheld Smith’s
attempted murder conviction based on evidence that the defendant
subjectively believed he could transmit HIV through a bite.
17.

Assault
(a) Assault is an offence that, depending on the jurisdiction, may be defined as
causing a fear of physical harm or that may include both causing that fear and
the actual physical harm. Thus, in some jurisdictions “simple assault” has
been defined as “knowingly engaging in conduct that places another person
in reasonable fear of harmful or offensive physical contact”. In these
jurisdictions the focus would be on the fear of harm, and this offence would
be applied to cases involving HIV exposure only.
(b) Where the offence of assault includes actual physical harm, the elements of
the crime would require that, in committing assault, a person knowingly or
recklessly causes serious bodily injury.xxx If serious bodily injury or a deadly
weapon is involved, many jurisdictions will classify this as an “aggravated
assault”. xxxi xxxii These sorts of assault charges could be applied to actual
transmission of HIV.
(c) The Canadian Supreme Court has ruled that to sustain an assault charge, the
HIV-positive person must expose the partner to a “significant risk of serious
bodily harm.”xxxiii Lower courts have been divided as to what “significant risk”
constitutes. Most courts categorically state that unprotected sex constitutes a
“significant risk,” but when there is a condom used, courts are divided on
whether the risk is significant; and look to other factors, such as viral load.xxxiv
(d) In the US state of Texas, “high-risk” sex is assault-level harm, established
through testimony that the sexual act posed a “high risk” of HIV transmission,
although without quantifying that risk.xxxv
(e) Other jurisdictions, such as the US militaryxxxvi Switzerlandxxxvii and New
Zealandxxxviii have required evidence that the sex involved was “likely to result”
in death or severe bodily harm.

18.

Reckless endangerment
(a) The offense of reckless endangerment punishes behaviour that demonstrates
“conscious disregard of a substantial and unjustifiable risk”xxxix that places
another person in danger of “death or serious bodily injury”.xl
(b) The charge of reckless endangerment has been relied upon in cases
involving attenuated or minimal risk of transmission.xli
(c) A notable exception is in England and Wales, where the crime of "reckless"
grievous bodily harm is not applicable unless the virus is actually
transmitted.xlii

19.

Terroristic threats
(a) In North American jurisdictions, individuals with HIV have been charged with
making threats or statements indicating an intention to infect another with
HIV. Here, the harm is that the defendant’s statements terrify, or are simply
intended to terrify, the intended victim.
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(b) A Canadian court has ruled that the key element is the defendant’s intent to
cause terror; so whether HIV transmission was possible is irrelevant to
establishing guilt.xliii
(c) In several US jurisdictions, courts have ruled that whether the defendant’s
statements actually caused terror is also irrelevant; it is the defendant’s intent
to cause terror that is the sole basis for the conviction.xliv
20.

HIV-specific criminal laws
(a) Many of these laws prohibit what is described as “knowing”, “intentional”,
“willing” or “attempted” transmission or exposure of HIV to another person,
while generally remaining silent on what type of conduct that involves.
Charges can hinge on an arresting officer’s or prosecutor’s beliefs, informed
or otherwise, on how HIV can be transmitted.
(b) The majority of these laws treat both the risk of transmission/exposure to HIV
and the actual HIV transmission as equally serious harms sufficient to merit
substantial prison terms.

Harm – Applicable science, legal principles and problems with current
approach
21. This section considers the prevailing expert views of the impact of HIV, and the
criminal law’s treatment of HIV’s harm compared with the treatment of
comparable or more severe harmsxlv.
What is the prevailing medical and scientific characterisation of the consequence of
HIV infection and disease?
22.

Prior to the discovery of effective HIV treatments in the mid-1990s and their
subsequent rollout, infection with HIV almost always led to illness and an early
death. This is still the case where HIV treatment is not available or affordable
and/or where people are diagnosed too late to benefit from treatment.

23.

Without treatment, a large proportion of HIV-positive people may live for a
decade or more before the virus begins to take a noticeable toll leading to
death.xlvi In addition, a small proportion of people with HIV have immune
systems that can naturally resist replication of the virus for what currently
appears to be an indefinite period of time.xlvii

24.

Discovery and subsequent use of new classes of antiretroviral drugs in the late
1990s resulted in dramatic reductions in HIV-related illnesses and deaths
where treatment became available.xlviii Recent cohort and modelling studies
from high-income countries suggest that if people are diagnosed and begin
taking antiretroviral therapy (ART) before significant damage has occurred to
the immune system,xlix they may to go on to have a near-normal lifespan.l li lii

25.

However, this is not a universal finding. One study of over 43,000 patients in 14
cohorts in Canada, Europe and the United States found that, whilst a 20 year
old starting treatment could expect to live to be 63, this life expectancy was only
two-thirds of that in the general population.liii Another study based on over
16,000 people in 23 European cohorts found that, whilst mortality rates were
similar to the general population in the first five years after diagnosis, an
increased risk of death became apparent with longer-term infection.liv
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26.

Such studies have identified groups of people with HIV who tend to have a
poorer prognosis, including people who inject drugs, older people, those coinfected with hepatitis C, and people whose CD4 cell count is low when starting
treatment. In addition, a recent United States study found that women and
people of non-white ethnicity had significantly worse outcomes (compared with
men and people of white ethnicity) that may be related to socio-economic
disparities and the particular nature of the US healthcare system.lv

27.

Consequently, the outlook for people with HIV depends on whether (and when)
they are aware of their HIV status, receive treatment, live in places where highquality health care is available and affordable, and have lifestyles that are
supportive of good overall health. Thus, the impact of HIV on physical wellbeing may vary by setting and the individual's ability to obtain HIV-related
treatment, care and support.

28.

Treatment access is not the only determinant of the impact of HIV on physical
well-being. Not everyone responds optimally to ART, and some who do may go
on to develop drug resistance that can limit further treatment options, although
clinically important drug resistance is now seen much less commonly due to
earlier treatment initiation and better drugs.lvi lvii

29.

Although fewer people with HIV are getting ill from, or dying of, AIDS-related
illnesses due to ART, cohort and observational studies have observed an
increased prevalence of some cancers,lviii as well as of cardiovascularlix, bonelx,
liverlxi and kidney disease.lxii There is increasing evidence that inflammation
related to HIV replication is implicated in the development of these diseases in
people living with HIV.lxiii Further, some antiretroviral drugs predispose to
diabeteslxiv and/or an increase in blood fatslxv - both of which pose increased
risks of cardiovascular diseaselxvi – and to bone loss.lxvii Thus, the impact of HIV
and/or ART relative to traditional risk factors is still not well understood.

What are the realities of living with HIV?
30. The experience of living with HIV of course differs from setting to setting and
person to person. Most people find that they need a period of adjustment
following their diagnosis. But once they learn more about their condition and
acquire the necessary skills to enable them to live with a chronic illness, life
with HIV can be fairly normal. For those whose immune systems remain strong
and/or who respond to treatment, there is little that chronic HIV infection
prevents them from doing.
31.

With appropriate and timely treatment and care, people living with HIV who
know their HIV serostatus can and do:
(a) Participate in education;
(b) Continue with, or form new, close relationships, and/or families;
(c) Have fulfilling sex lives;
(d) Have children without putting their partners or children at risk of HIV;
(e) Maintain employment and support themselves and their families; and
(f) Make plans for the future.

32.

As with the impact on physical wellbeing, the impact of HIV on
mental/emotional wellbeing is highly variable. People living with HIV on ART in
high-income countries can report good mental/emotional healthlxviii lxix. However,
treatment requires daily adherence and carries the potential for short- and long-
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term side effects. Most individuals living with HIV understand that, because
there is still no cure, the virus will always be a part of their future.lxx
33. Some people living with HIV may experience ongoing health concerns and other
hardships and uncertainties, which are often dependant on individual realities
and broader legal and policy environments, such as the presence or absence of
legal protection from discrimination.lxxi lxxii Notably, HIV-related stigma may have
a major impact on the well-being of an HIV-positive individual.lxxiii As one
commentator recently noted: "People are scared of the virus in different ways
now. It's a shameful thing to have, rather than a scary thing. People are not
scared of dying any more."lxxiv
Should HIV infection be treated as a serious harm?
34. Limited understanding of all aspects of HIV's impact on health and current
treatment appears to influence judicial responses to HIV.lxxv A 2009 analysis of
court transcripts of cases involving criminal HIV transmission in England and
Wales found that some judges did not understand how HIV differed from AIDS,
and some believed HIV to be a terminal illness with an arduous and unproven
treatment regime.lxxvi
35

HIV is highly stigmatised because of its association with early death and its
methods of acquisition (including via sex and drug injection) that are perceived
by some as being morally objectionable and blameworthy. HIV also remains
incurable and requires lifelong monitoring and treatment that is expensive and
associated with side effects that can reduce quality or length of life.

36.

At the same time, there is broad agreement among HIV medical professionals
and researchers that, where treatment is available, “[a]ntiretroviral therapy has
brought about a substantial decrease in the death rate due to HIV-1 infection,
changing it from a rapidly lethal disease into a chronic manageable condition,
compatible with very long survival.”lxxvii This transformation, for many, of HIV
from a deadly disease to a long-term, chronic illness, is often not reflected in
the characterisation of harm expressed by legislatures, prosecutors and courts.

Should HIV exposure be treated as a serious harm?
37. It is difficult to characterise the harm that results from exposure to HIV (without
transmission). A significant portion of the harm may derive from emotional
distress due to fear of having been infected. Some individuals who fear that
they may have been infected with HIV may pursue post-exposure prophylaxis
treatments that are expensive and that may cause side effects, although the
risk of severe side effects following short-term use is negligible.lxxviii They also
may find it necessary to change sexual practices or take other steps to avoid
transmitting HIV to others until their HIV-negative status is confirmed.
38.

Current HIV testing methods, such as fourth generation assays (combination
HIV antibody/P24 antigen tests), can detect HIV within two to three weeks after
HIV infection.lxxix Thus the period during which an individual exposed to HIV
faces uncertainty and fear as to whether HIV has been transmitted may be
relatively short.lxxx In such cases, the key question is whether there is significant
enough harm to justify criminal prosecution.

39.

Cases that treat bites, scratches, and hurling of body fluids at another person
as attempted murder or aggravated assault are based on serious inaccuracies
about the actual routes and risks of HIV transmission and would not seem to
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warrant criminal prosecution.
How does the criminal law’s treatment of HIV’s harm compare with the
treatment of comparable harms?
Criminal law’s response to other sexually transmitted infections (STIs)
40. Unlike HIV, there seems to be widespread acceptance of the idea that other
STIs are an implicit risk of sexual intimacy, and those individuals who know
they have other STIs are rarely the focus of the criminal law. At the same time,
there have been a number of tort (civil) cases brought by the aggrieved and
infected partners of people with herpes, human papillomavirus (HPV) and other
STIs; and monetary awards can be substantial.lxxxi Thus, while there have been
a number of tort actions against partners who expose sexual partners to these
types of STIs and very rare instances of criminal prosecutions, the preferred
choice of remedy has been precisely the opposite in cases of alleged HIV
exposure, i.e. hundreds of criminal cases in a number of high-income countries,
but very few tort actions.
The harm of other sexually transmitted infections
41. STIs other than HIV present significant health risks and are at epidemic levels
in many countries that have a strong law enforcement response to HIV:
(a) Bacterial infection with chlamydia, gonorrhoea, or syphilis through sexual
contact is treatable with antibiotics, but, if undiagnosed and untreated, can
result in sterility, nervous system damage, spontaneous abortions,
premature births and birth defects,lxxxii and can increase the risk of HIV
acquisition.lxxxiii
(b) Herpes simplex infection, also sexually transmitted, can be controlled but
not cured, and can require that pregnant women forego vaginal childbirth
for delivery by caesarean section. Herpes also can have severe
consequences if contracted by newborns during delivery.lxxxiv
(c) Hepatitis B and C viruses can be sexually transmitted, and result in liver
disease, cancer and premature death in many cases.lxxxv
(d) HPV, another sexually transmitted viral infection, can result in a number of
types of cancer.lxxxvi
42.

A closer look at HPV provides, by comparison, a useful illustration of the
uniqueness of the response to HIV (see chart 1 below). Some key facts:
(a) “Low-risk” HPV types cause genital wartslxxxvii, and, rarely, recurrent
respiratory papillomatosis.lxxxviii
(b) "High-risk" HPV types are associated with 99% of cervical cancer cases,
and are also associated with anal and other genital cancers.lxxxix According
to one clinic-based study, at least 15 of the high-risk HPV types have
statistically similar rates of causing cervical cancer.xc
(c) HPV is acquired through genital contact. A higher risk of acquisition is
associated with vaginal and anal sex, but it is also possible to acquire the
virus through oral sex, genital-to-genital contact, and even vertically, during
birth.xci
(d) The probability of acquiring HPV during any unprotected sexual act is high.
A recent study of HPV transmission amongst monogamous heterosexual
couples in the US found that the overall rate of HPV transmission from the
cervix to the penis was 17.4% per month and from penis to the cervix was
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4.9% per month.xcii A recent mathematical model from the Netherlands
estimates that the HPV transmission rate within a heterosexual couple is
between 43% and 94% per partnership for all 14 high-risk types of HPV.
For one of the primary HPV strains that lead to cervical cancer, the lifetime
risk of transmission within a heterosexual couple was 80%.xciii
43.

High-risk HPV is transmitted more easily and more frequently than HIV, and
can cause cervical cancers, as well as anal and other genital cancers.
According to the US National Cancer Institute, the median age of cervical
cancer diagnosis is 48, and the median age of death from cervical cancer is 57.
The five-year survival rate for cervical cancer is 68.6%. Fewer than 50% of
black women survive five years after a cervical cancer diagnosis.xciv

44.

Thus, although HPV transmission has rarely, if ever, been the focus of a
criminal prosecution, women who have not been vaccinated against HPV have
a high likelihood of contracting HPV infection, as do uncircumcised men, and
may face real risks of shortened life expectancies through HPV-related
cancers.

The harm of other types of infectious disease
45. Other infectious diseases resulting in significant mortality and health care costs
do not receive the focus of the criminal law. Hospital-acquired methicillinresistant staphylococcus aureus (MRSA), for example, has resulted in
hundreds of thousands of deaths and billions of dollars in health care costs
over recent years in the United States.xcv At the same time, there is no national
or local legislation that punishes health care facilities or their medical staff for
failing to comply with infection control recommendations, such as rigorous hand
washing, despite studies indicating significant rates of noncompliance.
Alternatives to the criminal law have been considered adequate to respond to
the epidemic rates of hospital-acquired MRSA infection.xcvi
46.

The chart below presents data comparing HIV infection to other STIs common
in high-income countries. Notably, the transmission rates of HIV and herpes
simplex virus type 2 (HSV-2) are similar, and neither virus is curable. The
transmission rates of gonorrhoea and HPV far surpass the transmission rate of
HIV. The chart also presents infection outcome of HIV, HPV, gonorrhoea, and
HSV- 2. For the complete chart, with citations, see the Appendix.

Chart 1: Relative risks of HIV and STI infection
Disease
HIV

Associated Risk of Transmission
 Infection rate per sexual exposure to
HIV:
• Receptive vaginal intercourse: 0.10%
• Insertive vaginal intercourse: 0.05%
• Receptive oral intercourse: 0.000.04%
• Insertive oral intercourse: ~0.00%
• Receptive anal intercourse: 1.40%
• Insertive anal intercourse: 0.065%

Infection Outcomes
 Not curable
 Untreated HIV infection almost inevitably leads to illness
and premature death
 Manageable as a chronic disease through the use of ART
 HIV-positive individuals can lead normal lives with early
detection and treatment
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Human
Papilloma
Virus (HPV)

 Overall rate of HPV transmission from
the cervix to the penis: 17.4% per
month
 Overall rate of HPV transmission from
penis to the cervix: 4.9% per month

Gonorrhoea

 Estimated female-to-male transmission
rate per sexual contact: 25.0%
 Estimated male-to-female transmission
rate per sexual contact: 50.0%
 Male-to-female transmission rate per
sexual contact: .089%
 Female-to-male transmission rate per
sexual contact: .015%

Herpes
Simplex
Virus Type 2
(HSV-2)

 More than forty types of HPV, some classified as high-risk
based on association with cervical cancer
 HPV causes 99% of cervical cancers, as well as anal
cancer, penile cancer, and other genital cancers
 4,021 women died of cervical cancer in the United States in
2007 while 3,794 women in Western Europe and 2,094 in
Northern Europe died of cervical cancer in 2008
 Cervical cancer ranks in the top 10 most prevalent cancers
among Black, Hispanic, American Indian and Alaska Native
women in the United States
 Cervical cancer ranks between the second and fifth most
prevalent cancers in Western and Northern Europe
 Both a bivalent and a quadrivalent vaccine series offered to
adolescent girls, and in some jurisdictions to adolescent
boys, prevents acquisition of the HPV types most related to
cervical and penile cancer
 Treatable with antibiotics, but drug resistance is growing
 Untreated, can cause pelvic inflammatory disease, ectopic
pregnancy, and infertility
 Untreated, may increase susceptibility to HIV
 Not curable
 Can cause repeated outbreaks of genital sores and infant
death if acquired during pregnancy
 Can increase susceptibility to HIV infection and can
increase infectiousness of HIV-positive individuals

The harm of exposing a person with HIV to other infectious diseases
47. Another disparity in the treatment of STIs and other diseases, as compared
with HIV, is the presumed irrelevance of the disease status of the complainant.
The possibility that this person, through unprotected sex, may have exposed
the compromised immune system of his/her HIV-positive partner to a variety of
dangerous pathogens – HPV among them – has not been considered by courts
or prosecutors.
The criminal law’s response to assaults that threaten comparable or greater harm
48. HIV exposure or transmission frequently is treated far more severely in
comparison to other similar or even more serious harms by criminal justice
systems. Several other prosecutable harms – drinking and driving, reckless
endangerment, and vehicular homicide – are used as examples in the
Appendix (Chart 2) which presents the comparable sentences for these crimes.
49.

The crime of “simple assault”, again defined as knowingly engaging in conduct
that places another person in reasonable fear of harmful or offensive physical
contact, is usually classified as a misdemeanour. Simple assaults, despite the
direct risk of harm, are treated much less severely than exposure to the risk of
HIV transmission, even where the fear that it might be transmitted is not
objectively reasonable. One might argue that the harm that is risked (HIV
infection) can be more serious than some other types of offensive physical
contact. Nonetheless, other offenses involving actual risk of significant physical
injury are routinely treated much less seriously than offenses involving the mere
risk of HIV transmission.xcvii

The potential harm of HIV exposure compared to the harm of drunk driving
50. Offenses for exposing someone to HIV infection are often also treated much
more severely than other criminal offenses involving behaviour that poses a risk
of significant harm. In that sense, “drunk driving” offences (sometimes known
as driving-under-the-influence, or DUI, offenses) are comparable to HIV
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exposure offenses. Significant proportions (e.g. 39 percent of a total of 43,443
in 2005) of fatal traffic crashes in the United States are attributable to alcohol
impairment.xcviii Yet state laws that prohibit driving under the influence of alcohol
impose far less severe penalties than are imposed for risk of HIV transmission.
51.

The difference in classification and sentencing of DUI offenses and HIV
exposure offenses can be extreme. A first-time DUI offense in the US state of
Illinois, for example, is a class A misdemeanour, which results in a jail sentence
of no more than a year and a fine up to $2,500.xcix But for a first-time offender
under the Illinois criminal HIV exposure statute,c conviction is a class 2 felony,
resulting in a sentence of 3 to 7 years and a fine up to $25,000.ci Similarly, in
Ontario, Canada, a first offense for drunk driving carries no prison timecii, but
exposing another to a “significant risk” of HIV (which some courts have
interpreted as simply having unprotected sex) could lead to charges of assault,
sexual assault, aggravated sexual assault, or even attempted murder, all of
which carry a prison term.ciii

Issues for consideration
52. Scientific and medical
(a) How should the harm of HIV infection be characterised?
(b) Should availability of, access to, and adverse effects of HIV treatment, as well
as HIV-related stigma, be relevant to the criminal law's characterisation of the
harm of HIV?
(c) How should the harm of HIV exposure be characterised?
(d) Assuming that like harms should be treated alike, how should the harm of HIV
infection and exposure be quantified in relation to that of other
diseases/conditions, such as (1) other sexually transmitted viral infections
(e.g. HPV), and (2) other serious chronic communicable diseases (e.g.
hepatitis B and C viruses)?
53. Legal and policy response
(a) How should harm resulting from HIV exposure or transmission be understood
and quantified for the purpose of criminal liability and sentence
determination?
(b) How should the criminal law treat the alleged harm of HIV exposure where
there has been (1) no transmission; and (2) where there is no or negligible
possibility of transmission?
(c) Should the criminal law treat like harms alike so that its response to the harm
of HIV is comparable to its response to equivalent or greater harms?
(d) Is the harm of wrongful HIV transmission sufficiently unique, serious and
pervasive to warrant HIV-specific laws to address it?

III. RISK
The risk-harm relationship
54. There is a close link in legal discourse between risk and harm. The harm
resulting from a particular conduct is typically part of the legal consideration of
whether a risk is “significant.”
55.

However, in practice, much of the criminal law’s response to HIV conflates
elements of the harm of HIV transmission and the risk that transmission will
occur. That is, beliefs and assumptions about the harm of HIV infection often
influence assessments of risk. This is reflected in both laws and court decisions
relating to HIV non-disclosure, exposure and transmission. Consequently, it is
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not always possible to discuss courts’ perception or treatment of HIV risk in
isolation from its perceived harm.
56.

In this regard, HIV infection is often deemed so serious that even no risk or the
smallest risk of occurrence is sufficient to support a criminal prosecution and
conviction. Thus, any risk of HIV transmission – no matter how attenuated or
remote – can be deemed adequate to support serious criminal charges and
convictions.

57.

Not all courts conflate harm and risk in this manner. A recent case from British
Columbia, Canada (see box below) resulted in acquittal because the judge,
relying on expert testimony, found that HIV infection is now a chronic,
manageable condition and that, as the severity of the possible harm decreases,
the higher the risk of harm must be in order to warrant criminal prosecution. civ

A 2010 lower court ruling from British Columbia (Canada) found that the risk of
insertive anal intercourse without a condom between two men – when the receptive
partner was not on antiretroviral therapy – was not "significant" enough to warrant
criminal liability under Canadian law. The judge accepted testimony from an expert
witness that the risk of anal sex for the insertive partner was similar to that of
insertive vaginal sex – 0.04% or 4 in 10,000. She ruled that unprotected sex took
place three times, and that the cumulative risk – 12 in 10,000 – did not reach "the
standard of significant risk of serious bodily harm that must be met to turn what
would otherwise be a consensual act into aggravated sexual assault." cv
58.

In Denmark, the Minister of Justice suspended a law used to prosecute HIV
exposure and/or transmission once he became aware of both the
improvements in life-expectancy and reduction in infectiousness as a result of
ART. A working group is currently considering whether this statute should be
revised or abolished.cvi

The criminal law’s response to HIV risk
59. Although a few courts in Canada and jurisdictions in Europe have made use of
scientific evidence in determining risk, most courts have not. Many rulings on
"significant" sexual risk have come from Canadian courts where there have
been major inconsistencies.cvii
60.

Some Canadian courts have attempted to consider the risk of transmission as
distinct from the harm of transmission, and determine the degree of risk
necessary for culpability. Even then, there remains considerable difference of
opinion on whether the risk is "significant" when it is reduced by the use of a
condomcviii or undetectable viral load.cix Expert witnesses in other Canadian
cases called upon to give evidence of individual risk estimates have also been
inconsistent in their characterisation of risk – even during a single case with a
single witness.cx

61.

The Canadian Supreme Court in R v. Cuerrier ruled that, to sustain an assault
charge, the HIV-positive person must expose the partner to a “significant risk of
serious bodily harm.”cxi Lower courts have been divided as to what “significant
risk” constitutes. Most courts categorically state that unprotected sex
constitutes a “significant risk,” but even when there is condom use, courts have
been divided on whether condom use reduces HIV transmission risk enough,
and may look to other factors such as viral load in assessing transmission
risk.cxii
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62.

Many courts do not actually consider statistical risk of transmission, but when
they have done so, the determination of whether/when a risk is significant has
varied. For example, in a 2001 Nova Scotia (Canada) case , the Crown's
medical expert testified that unprotected oral sex between two men carries a
0.01% (or 1 in 10,000) risk. The judge found that, since such conduct carries
only a "low risk" of HIV transmission, it would not be the basis for a
prosecution.cxiii However, in 2008, an Ontario jury found a man (also on trial for
first-degree murder) guilty of aggravated sexual assault for having unprotected
oral sex with one woman, as well as vaginal sex with a condom with another
woman, without disclosing his HIV-positive status.cxiv

63.

In some jurisdictions, including Austria, Norway, Sweden, Switzerland and the
US, arrest and conviction frequently depend on an individual’s diagnosed HIV
status. Knowing only that an individual is HIV-positive provides little information
of the risk of HIV transmission, since it includes no information about viral load,
treatment, co-existing STIs, or the behaviour at issue. cxv Only the law of one
US state allows a defence when an individual’s doctor has stated that that
person is non-infectious.cxvi

Treatment of risk under HIV-specific statutes
64. Some HIV-specific statutes present a different problem by essentially removing
the question of risk from the determination of culpability. These statutes
typically define a set of behaviours that are prohibited, because they are
considered to pose a per se risk of transmission. Prosecution and conviction
are possible by proof of those behaviours, not by proof that a risk was
significant.
65.

For example, in the US, a law in the state of Illinois defines criminal
transmission of HIV as “intimate contact with another” by a person who knows
that he is infected with HIV. “Intimate contact with another” is defined as “the
exposure of the body of one person to a bodily fluid of another person in a
manner that could result in the transmission of HIV.”cxvii

66.

Such statutes thus adopt a “zero-risk” approach, and the use of condoms or
evidence that there was no detectible viral load do not appear to be
defences.cxviii Thus, there appear to be laws that criminalise behaviour that
poses no, or only a theoretical, risk of HIV transmission.cxix

Criminal law treatment of HIV risk reduction
67. In some of jurisdictions, people living with HIV cannot reduce their level of
criminal liability by taking measures to reduce or eliminate risk of transmission
to a sex partner, e.g. engaging in zero/ near-zero risk activities (such as
receptive oral sex, mutual masturbation or reliance on sex toys).cxx
68.

Courts have expressed very different perspectives regarding how risk reduction
efforts affect whether sexual contact presents a "significant" or "unreasonable"
risk of HIV exposure or transmission. For example, a New Zealand judge ruled
that an HIV-positive man using condoms for vaginal sex was not in breach of
his legal duty to take “reasonable” precautions and care to avoid endangering
human life in the absence of disclosure.cxxi In contrast, a Canadian judge ruled
that an HIV-positive man could only be considered not guilty of aggravated
sexual assault if he both used a condom and had an undetectable viral load in
the absense of disclosure.cxxii
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69.

In the US, Louisiana's HIV-specific criminal statutecxxiii makes it unlawful to
"intentionally expose another" to HIV "through sexual contact" or "through any
means or contact" (including spitting, biting, stabbing with an "AIDS
contaminated object", or throwing blood or "other bodily substances") without
"the knowing and lawful consent of the victim." Several people with HIV have
been arrested under this law for very low risk conduct: a husband for having
oral sex with his wifecxxiv; a male sex worker for suggesting, but not actually
having, unprotected sexcxxv; and an injured man for throwing a "blood-covered
identification card into the face" of and "trying to spit" on a healthcare
worker.cxxvi

Which risk can be considered “significant”?
70. One judge attempted to define the key, and often used, term “significant risk” as
an “important, serious, substantial risk”. That judge defined “significant risk” as
the opposite of evidence of a “high probability of no infectiousness.”cxxvii
71.

Other courts have attempted to define the level of risk necessary for criminal
liability based on statistical estimates. This effort is not without difficulty. As one
judge confronted with the issue queried: “At which point can one say that the
risk is ‘significant’? 1 in 50,000, 1 in 10,000, 1 in 1000, 1 in 100, 1 in 10?”cxxviii
Judges have great discretion in defining the risk threshold for the offense, with
little or no affirmative guidance from public health authorities. This level of
discretion and inconsistency leaves people with HIV without reliable direction
on what behaviour is “significantly” risky to warrant criminal liability.

72.

The emerging judicial trend in Canada appears to acknowledge that a
statistically estimated risk of 1 in 10,000 (i.e. assigned in one case to the HIV
transmission risk presented by oral sex) is not a significant risk. Thus, lower risk
practices, such as protected sex and oral sex, as well as sex with an
undetectable viral load, would likely eliminate the requirement of disclosure of
HIV-positive status to avoid criminal conviction.cxxix In another, albeit earlier
case, the court ruled that a risk of 1 in 143 is a significant risk.cxxx But the
precise point at which the risk of transmission becomes significant has not been
defined. Similarly, the New Zealand Supreme Court noted that the 0.1% chance
of transmission during protected vaginal sex was not an “unreasonable” risk.cxxxi

73.

In several cases, the US Supreme Court has considered the risk of harm posed
by various criminal offenses, which could provide a useful benchmark. In one
such case, the Supreme Court ruled that a “small risk,” such as “1 in several
thousand,” is not a serious risk.cxxxii Risk of HIV transmission from some types
of unprotected sexual contact presents a similarly low risk.cxxxiii

Discussion and options – reviewing the scientific and medical evidence
Difficulties in estimating individual HIV transmission risk per sexual act
74. Expert consensus on per-act risk of sexual transmission could be helpful in
guiding lawmakers’ and prosecutors’ characterization of HIV risk. Where peract risk estimates are currently given, they are usually at the midpoint of very
wide confidence intervals (which indicate the range within which the true risk
lies), reflecting how difficult it is to apply these estimates to individual cases.
75.

It is possible to generalise from studies that include large numbers of people,
and assess average risk reasonably confidently, but an average risk cannot be
used to confirm individual risk, which can be affected by a large number of
factors such as:
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(a) The type of sexual activity;
(b) The roles during penetrative sex, i.e. who is the insertive partner and who is

(c)
(d)
(e)
(f)

the receptive partner (receptive sex carries a higher risk of HIV acquisition
than insertive sex);
The amount of HIV in the bodily fluid to which the at-risk person is exposed;
Whether or not a male or female condom has been used correctly and
consistently;
The presence or absence of other sexually transmitted infections (STIs) in
both partners; and
Whether or not the penis of the potentially exposed male partner has been
circumcised.

76. This dilemma of risk determination is not unique to HIV transmission. Many acts
risking harm have a range of possible outcomes determined by an array of
factors. Per-act risk estimates may not be precise, but they can provide general
guidance on the likely risk of acquiring HIV through unprotected sex in the
absence of condoms or ART. The estimated risk involved is considerably lower
than is often assumed by lawmakers, prosecutors, judges and juries.
77.

Vaginal intercourse - A combined analysis of all studies of HIV transmission risk
undertaken to date in high-income countries estimates that the per-act risk for a
woman who engages in unprotected vaginal intercourse with a chronically
infected, untreated HIV-positive man is 0.08% (1 in 1,250). The per-act risk for
a man who has unprotected vaginal intercourse with a chronically infected,
untreated HIV-positive woman is estimated to be 0.04% (1 in 2,500).cxxxiv

78.

Anal intercourse
(a) The most widely cited study of per-act anal transmission riskcxxxv estimated
that unprotected receptive anal intercourse with an HIV-positive insertive
partner – the type of sex in which HIV transmission most easily occurs –
involved a per-act risk of 0.82% (1 in 122). When the person with HIV is
the receptive partner, the transmission risk is 0.06% (1 in 1,666) for the
insertive partner.
(b) A more recent study estimates the per-act risks based on a wider variety of
factors.cxxxvi The data support a recent meta-analysis of all previous studies
of the per-act risk of receptive anal intercourse to ejaculation for both sex
between men and sex between men and women, which was estimated to
be 1.4% (1-in-70).cxxxvii

79.

Oral sex
(a) Oral sex can mean fellatio (mouth-penis sex); cunnilingus (mouthvulva/clitoris sex); or aniligus (mouth-anus sex). However, fellatio is the
only type of oral sex that carries more than a theoretical risk of HIV
transmission, although the receptive partner in fellatio (the person who
takes the partner’s penis into his or her mouth) is still much less likely to
acquire HIV than the receptive partner in anal or vaginal intercourse. The
risk for the insertive partner in fellatio virtually nonexistent. cxxxviii
(b) There is some disagreement about the receptive partner’s exact risk level,
with estimates ranging from zero risk (based on epidemiological studies
amongst heterosexuals) to a 0.04% (1-in-2,500) risk of HIV (based on case
reports amongst men who have sex with men).cxxxix The receptive partner’s
HIV risk level in oral sex would be higher if he or she has bleeding gums or
other abrasions inside the mouth providing sites of access for HIV, but
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there is no definitive evidence regarding the exact contribution of such
factors.
Consensus on protective measures that should remove or mitigate criminal
liability
80. Expert consensus on the value of risk-reduction methods to reduce HIV
transmission risks and rebut the element of wrongful intent could be useful in
harmonising the criminal law’s response to HIV with actual individual and public
health practice.
Condoms
81. Although condoms are not 100% effective in preventing HIV transmission, an
extensive body of research has established that male condoms provide a high
level of protection when used correctly and consistently. Real-life
epidemiological studies suggest that using condoms consistently, though not
necessarily perfectly (i.e. allowing for breakage and slippage) reduces the risk
of HIV transmission by around 80% compared to not using condoms.cxl The
small body of research to date suggests that the level of protection that female
condoms provide against HIV is comparable to that of male condoms.cxli
82.

Consensus on whether the use of condoms reduces HIV risk to below a legally
significant threshold requires agreement regarding whether or not the residual
risk is "significant", bearing in mind the already low per-act risk of transmission.
Given that condom use is estimated to reduce the risk of HIV transmission
through receptive vaginal sex by 80% – when the risk already is roughly only
one in a thousand – should not sex with a condom be taken out of the range of
“significant” risk?

Viral load
83. The association between HIV viral load and the risk of HIV transmission was
first established in studies examining the impact of viral load on mother-to-child
transmission.cxlii More recent studies have found a correlation between the
amount of virus measured in the blood and the risk of heterosexual
transmission.cxliii The key is that infectiousness increases or decreases in
relation to the viral load level. cxliv
In 2005, the Supreme Court of the Netherlands took into account the defendant's
viral load, the nature of the sexual contact, the lack of other sexually transmitted
infections, and the number of sexual contacts the defendant had with the
complainant and found that the defendant was not "infectious enough" to cause the
"considerable chance" that he could infect the complainant during unprotected anal
and oral sex. This reversed lower court rulings and rendered the defendant not guilty
of manslaughter and attempted aggravated assault.cxlv
ART, viral load and infectiousness
84. There is no current scientific consensus regarding the impact of ART on
individual sexual transmission risk. This is due to:
(a) A lack of studies examining individual transmission risk;
(b) Incomplete data for anal sex and/or sex between men;
(c) Unknown threshold of viral load below which transmission cannot occur;
(d) Potential for residual risks due to differences in viral load between the blood
and sexual fluidscxlvi cxlvii related to drug level concentrationscxlviii and
sexually transmitted infections;cxlix and
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(e) Potential for residual risks due to variations in viral load between clinic visits
due to poor adherence to ART.cl
85.

Swiss HIV experts generated a great deal of debatecli following their 2008
consensus statement.clii This statement proposed that a person’s risk of
acquiring HIV is negligible from an HIV-positive sexual partner who has an
undetectable plasma viral load for at least 6 months and no other sexually
transmitted infections. Accompanying materials suggested that such people
could stop using condoms if their sexual partner agrees. cliii

In 2009, the Geneva Court of Justice quashed a lower court's conviction of a man on
HIV exposure charges following expert testimony from one of the authors of the
“Swiss statement” on the risks of HIV transmission when taking successful
antiretroviral treatment.cliv It was Geneva’s Deputy Public Prosecutor, who had called
for the appeal and told Swiss newspaper, Le Temps: "On ne condamne pas les gens
pour des risques hypothétiques" ("One shouldn't convict people for hypothetical
risks").clv A primary purpose of the statement, according to one of its authors, was to
prevent further prosecutions under Article 231 of the Swiss Criminal Code.clvi The
Ministry of Justice in Austria has since confirmed their agreement with the “Swiss
statement”. clvii
86.

The results of the recent HTPN 052 study confirm a significant preventive effect
of HIV treatment on HIV transmission. The study found a 96 percent reduction
in heterosexual HIV transmission in sero-discordant couples (couples in which
one person has HIV infection and the other one does not) when the partner with
HIV was started on ART before they were medically eligible for treatment based
on the state of their immune system.clviii

87.

It is currently unknown whether ART's impact on reduction in risk is as
significant for anal sexclix and/or sex between short-term partners, and whether
there is a threshold of viral load levels below which transmission is not
possible.clx Although no studies have empirically examined the effects of HIV
treatment on transmission risk for anal sex, this has been explored in a
mathematical model.clxi

88.

Figure 1 (below), adapted from data in this mathematic model, compares the
risk over 100 sex acts of HIV transmission during anal sex between men where
one partner is HIV-positive: with condoms; with an undetectable viral load on
ART; with both; and with neither. The model estimates that an undetectable
viral load on ART is likely to be as protective as 100% condom use.

Figure 1: Risk of HIV transmission over 100 sex acts during anal sex between
men where one partner is HIV-positiveclxii
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Pre-exposure prophylaxis (PrEP)
89. Pre-exposure prophylaxis (PrEP) is the use of antiretrovirals prior to exposure
to HIV to prevent infection. PrEP is intended for use by people who may be at
frequent risk for HIV. Although not currently approved by the World Health
Organisation for this purpose, PrEP is already being used in some settings in
the US based on interim guidelines from the US Centres for Disease
Control.clxiii It has garnered increasing attention and debate in recent months
focused on the efficacy, ethics and feasibility of its use as an HIV prevention
tool.
90. A recent trial, known as “iPrEx”, found a 42% reduction in HIV acquisition
among men and transgender women who have sex with men who were
randomised to take a daily pill combining two antiretroviral drugs (tenofovir
and emtricitabine) compared to placebo. This was additional to the effects of a
standard prevention package that both trial arms received, consisting of
condoms, diagnosis and treatment of sexually transmitted infection, and
monthly HIV testing and counselling. The efficacy in participants who, by selfreport and pill count, took the drugs more than 90% of the time was 73%.
Based on levels of the drugs in the blood, the investigators estimated that, if
participants had taken their pills every time, the efficacy of the drug regimen
would have been as high as 92%, compared with placebo.clxiv
91. Similarly, two recent studies (Partners in Kenya and Uganda, and TDF2 in
Botswana) found that an HIV-negative man or woman taking a single
antiretroviral drug (tenofovir) or two drugs (tenofovir plus emtricitabine) cut
their risk of HIV infection through heterosexual transmission by between 62%
and 78% in heterosexual couples. The Partners study compared the single
drug regimen with the dual drug regimen with placebo in sero-discordant
couples (one person HIV-positive, one HIV-negative) in Kenya and Uganda,
while the TDF2 study compared the two drug regimen with placebo in serodiscordant couples in Botswana. The Partners study found that the single
drug regimen had an efficacy of 62% in preventing HIV infection and the dual
drug regimen an efficacy of 73%. In the TDF2 study, the dual drug regimen
had an overall efficacy of 63%, but was 78% efficacious in patients who had
last received study drugs less than a month ago and who therefore had pills
available. In both studies, the medication was taken daily, and all participants
received counselling on safer sex, both individually and as a couple, and
received free condoms and monitoring and treatment for sexually transmitted
infections.clxv
92. However, a PrEP study among women in Kenya, South Africa and Tanzania
that was testing the same two-drug combination of Tenofovir and
Emtricitabine closed in 2011 after investigators concluded that, even if the trial
continued to its originally planned conclusion, it would not be able to detect a
significant protective effect against HIV infection in this population.clxvi
93. Topical PrEP for women (also known as a vaginal microbicide) shows
promise with a trial of 1% tenofovir gel conducted in KwaZulu Natal, South
Africa reporting a 39% reduction in HIV acquisition in women in the tenofovir
gel arm compared to the placebo arm over a 30-month period.clxvii Studies are
underway to test topical PrEP in the form of rectal microbicides containing
Tenofovir.
94. PrEP is a new area of scientific advance with no international normative
guidance under development. Issues related to the long-term impact of ART
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on HIV-negative individuals (otherwise healthy or with other health
conditions), the prophylactic use of antiretroviral drugs to prevent HIV
acquisition in an era of severely limited resources and other ethical
considerations are still to be resolved. Regardless, its use by the partner of a
person with HIV could become both a factor in transmission risk calculation
and strong evidence of consent to sexual HIV exposure.
Are there HIV risks that should never be criminalised?
95. Criminal law almost universally accepts the principle that a risk of doing harm
must reach a threshold level to warrant punishment.clxviii Consideration of the
seriousness of the harm and the likelihood that it will occur are calculated
together to determine if the risk is significant. Criminalising the risk of even a
severe harm is generally unwarranted if the actual likelihood that it will occur
is very small.
96. Identifying HIV risks where the criminal law should not apply would be useful
in guiding lawmakers and prosecutors. It may help, for example, to avoid the
undue influence of individual expert witnesses in HIV criminal cases.
97. Many HIV-specific statutes are overbroad and do not rely on scientific
evidence, focusing primarily on disclosure/consent rather than the public
health approach favouring evidence-informed methods of HIV risk reduction.
Such laws could be modified to reflect only scientifically proven – and
epidemiologically important – HIV transmission risks.
98.

Obtaining consensus on certain risks should be easier than others. There is
little scientific debate regarding the negligible HIV risk of spitting or bitingclxix,
scratching or fightingclxx, or assault with bodily fluids that do not contain blood.
There may be a small but unquantifiable risk if someone’s saliva contains
blood – for example, following a punch to the face – and this blood comes into
contact with a mucous membrane or open wound. Even in such a scenario,
the blood is likely to be mixed with saliva which contains a number of proteins
that inhibit HIV,clxxi and no cases of HIV transmission resulting from the
spitting of blood have ever been reported.clxxii

Criminal law definitions of culpable risk-- are they helpful?
99. Developments, such as those in Canada (British Columbia) and Denmark,
indicate that a better understanding of risk and harm in relation to HIV
transmission, particularly in light of scientific and medical evidence that ART
increases life expectancy and reduces infectiousness, can have a significant
impact for justice and public health.
100. The difficulty in determining an appropriate level of criminal risk stems from
laws that refer to risk of harm in general, imprecise terms. The criminal law
typically uses terms such as “substantial,” “significant,” “unjustifiable,”
“serious,” and, in some contexts,“likely”, to define the level of risk of
transmission necessary to result in prosecution and conviction.
101. The range of possible interpretations, particularly to conduct that reasonably
could be understood to be very low risk, appears unreasonable and can
contradict and undermine the provision of evidence-informed risk-reduction
information to people living with HIV.clxxiii clxxiv
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Issues for consideration
102. Scientific and medical
(a) What are the per-act risks of HIV infection resulting from various sexual acts
under different circumstances:
 Insertive and receptive vaginal sex?
 Insertive and receptive anal sex?
 Insertive and receptive oral sex?
 Other forms of sexual contact such as insertion of fingers into vagina and
anus?
 All of the above with/without condom use?
 All of the above with either or both the infected and uninfected partner on
antiretroviral drugs?
(b) Which of these sexual acts pose a “significant risk” of HIV transmission?
(c) How best to quantify the varying risks of different types of sexual acts to
ensure public and policy maker understanding?
(d) Is further research required or potentially useful regarding per-act risk of
sexual transmission of HIV (including when one or both partners are taking
ART)?
103. Legal and social response
(a) Which HIV-related risk should be considered significant for the purpose of
criminal liability?
(b) Should any of the following represent a “significant” risk for purposes of the
criminal law?
 Biting?
 Spitting?
 Digital penetration of a partner’s genitals?
 Sex while using a condom?
 Oral sex (receptive or insertive)?
 Protected or unprotected sex if the HIV-positive person has a
low/undetectable viral load or is on effective antiretroviral treatment?
(c) Is it possible to reach a consensus about the varying risks of different types of
sexual acts in defining “significant risk” under the criminal law?
(d) Is it ethical to base criminal liability on an individual’s relative transmission
risk – which in turn may be based on access to ART therapy?

IV. INTENT
104. Under some laws, in order to be convicted of an HIV-related offense, an
individual’s intent must be proved to be a specific intent to harm. Under other
laws, knowledge of HIV status is considered sufficient to infer intent.clxxv
Proving knowledge of HIV status at the time of the alleged criminal conduct is
almost always the first step in proving intent, irrespective of what other
element the prosecution may have to prove.clxxvi
Current criminal law treatment of intent in HIV cases
105. When enforcing an HIV-specific provision that does not expressly require
intent to transmit HIV, no other specific purpose or mental state need be
established beyond: (a) proving knowledge of HIV status, and (b) proving
knowledge of performing the act of penetration, contact or "exposure"
prohibited in a particular statute. No evidence of a belief, purpose, or intention
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concerning the possible consequences of the prohibited act (or omission) is
necessary for a conviction. The intent element is satisfied as long as the
accused is aware, not that he or she is violating the law, but that he or she is
engaged in sex or another prohibited act.clxxvii
106. There are other, less common, laws, that require a specific intent to infect, or
a specific intent to harm.clxxviii
(a) The State of California has a specific intent statute which states “Any
person who exposes another to HIV by engaging in unprotected sexual
activity (anal or vaginal intercourse without a condom) when the infected
person knows at the time of the unprotected sex that he or she is infected
with HIV, has not disclosed his or her HIV-positive status, and acts with the
specific intent to infect the other person with HIV, is guilty of a felony
punishable by three, five, or eight years imprisonment. A person’s
knowledge of his or her HIV-positive status, without additional evidence, is
not sufficient to prove specific intent.”clxxix
(b) Since the Dutch Supreme Court rulings in 2005 and 2007, HIV
transmission can be prosecuted in the Netherlands, but with a high burden
of proof required to show that intention and pre-meditation were present.clxxx
107. Cases are rare where an individual harbours an intent,clxxxi provable by
statements, action, or evidence, to infect another person, and actually
succeeds in doing so.clxxxii
108. UNAIDS and UNDP issued a policy brief in 2008 which advises that only
cases with the following elements should be subject to criminal prosecution:
where a person knows his or her HIV positive status, acts with intention to
transmit HIV, and does in fact transmit it.clxxxiii The policy brief excludes
prosecution for non-disclosure and exposure alone. The policy brief states
that prosecution should not occur where a person is unaware of his/her status
or does not know how HIV is transmitted. The policy brief advises that there
should be no application of criminal law to reckless behaviour. It does not
address “knowing” or “willing” transmission where a person ostensibly knows
they are infected, knows the risk involved, and continues to engage in the
risky sexual behaviour in spite of that knowledge. After much discussion
among experts involved in its development, the policy brief purposefully set
the bar of intent for criminal liability high in an effort to limit the application of
criminal law to cases where there is an intent to do harm and significant harm
is actually caused.clxxxiv The brief recognised the legitimate goal of the criminal
law to achieve justice but urged governments to avoid overly-broad criminal
liability that can result in injustice and create disincentives to HIV testing,
disclosure of status and uptake of prevention and treatment services.clxxxv
Problems and issues raised by current practice on intent
109. A person with HIV who engages in sex, protected or unprotected, may
actually, and accurately, believe that he or she poses little or no risk of HIV
transmission.clxxxvi It is also possible that s/he is experiencing denial (of HIVpositive status and/or that the sex is an HIV-related risk) as a self-protective
psychological defence mechanism.clxxxvii clxxxviii Denial is an important and
complex psychological defence mechanism commonly encountered in clinical
practice among those dealing with serious illnesses.clxxxix
110. Compared to uninfected individuals, people living with HIV have
disproportionately high rates of psychiatric disorders, with mood and anxiety
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disorders being the most common.cxc Evidence also suggests that posttraumatic stress and bipolar disorders are also more prevalent in HIV-positive
individuals relative to the general population.cxci cxcii Studies have found that
people with psychiatric disorders, including depression and substance use,
are more likely to engage in HIV-related risk-taking behaviours, despite
knowing their HIV status.cxciii cxciv cxcv Evidence is emerging that effective
mental health interventions can help people reduce HIV-related risk-taking
behaviour. cxcvi cxcvii However, there is a marked lack of structured
opportunities within HIV treatment and care settings that could help
individuals with a dual diagnosis.cxcviii There is also a lack of capacity within
the criminal justice system to recognise and deal effectively with mental health
issues in the context of potential or actual HIV exposure or transmission.cxcix
111. The conflation of knowledge of HIV-positive status and knowledge that
unprotected sex can risk exposing a sexual partner to HIV is an
oversimplification of the underlying factors that may lead to HIV-related sexual
risk-taking and/or non-disclosure. Not every action is preceded by rational
thinking about what is “right”, and leads people to behave altruistically and
responsibly. Similarly, every “irresponsible” behaviour is not a conscious
rejection of responsibility in favour of self-interest.
112. As with every other element of a criminal offense, wrongful intent should be
proved beyond a reasonable doubt as a safeguard against deprivations of
liberty that are arbitrary or founded on untruths or mere suspicions.cc
113. When there is an absence of any intent requirement in HIV criminalisation
cases, it is the equivalent of imposing a standard of strict liability.cci This
means that mere knowledge of HIV status plus otherwise legal conduct is
enough to trigger criminal punishment. This is an extraordinary application of
strict liability principles, particularly in the context of private consensual
relationships.
114. “Strict liability” offenses make a person potentially criminally liable for actions
and/or omissions for which he or she has no culpable mental state. ccii Strict
liability is typically applied to “public welfare” offenses, which result in no direct
injury to person or property, but which create the probability of harm or
danger.cciii Examples of strict liability crimes include traffic offenses, fishing
and game regulation, and loitering.cciv Penalties are typically small and do not
carry the social stigma or damage to reputation of other criminal offenses.ccv
115. The majority of new HIV transmissions are from people who do not know their
HIV positive status. Those who are aware of their status normally take
precautions to prevent transmission to uninfected partners.ccvi Thus, the
criminal law falls most heavily on those who “took the trouble” to get tested
and may even be engaging in safe sex options. This may discourage those
who do not know their status from having an HIV test. ccvii
116. The United Nations Special Rapporteur on the Right of Everyone to the
Enjoyment of the Highest Attainable Standard of Physical and Mental Health
recently noted that laws criminalizing HIV transmission should only be used
when there is “intentional [and] malicious” transmission, and are inappropriate
otherwise.ccviii In cases of intentional transmission, sentences should be
comparable to those for other crimes involving comparable bodily harms.ccix
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Issues for consideration
117. Scientific and medical
(a) How do factors, such as mental health issues and denial, affect a person’s
ability to have conscious knowledge and acceptance of HIV-positive status
and/or behaviour that exposes others to HIV?
(b) From a psychological point of view, is there a meaningful distinction between
the intent to do harm and disregard for possible harm of one’s actions?
118. Legal and social response
(a) What combination of knowledge, belief, conscious action or omission should
be the minimum basis for HIV-related criminal liability, e.g.
 Knowledge of positive HIV status and intent to have sex?
 Knowledge of positive HIV status, and/or belief that there is a significant
risk of transmission, and action that in fact poses a significant risk?
 Knowledge of positive status, an intent to transmit, and action that poses
a significant risk?
(b) Should intent to do harm be an essential element of liability? Or should
knowledge of status and exposure to significant risk of transmission be
enough to establish liability?
(c) To what extent should the HIV-positive individual’s reasonable beliefs about
actual transmission risk be relevant to a determination of intent to harm or
reckless conduct for the purposes of criminal liability?
(d) Should people who announce or display an intent to harm by transmitting HIV,
but act in a way that presents a negligible risk of transmission (e.g. biting and
spitting) be prosecuted?

V. DISCLOSURE, CONSENT AND OTHER DEFENCES
119. Once the prosecution has rested its case in an HIV criminalisation trial, a
defendant may attempt to prove a variety of conditions that will negate
elements of a crime.ccx These are “defences”. In most jurisdictions, the entire
burden to prove a crime is on the State, which also must prove the absence of
these defences.ccxi The defences most often used in HIV criminalisation cases
are disclosure and consent. Some jurisdictions insist that the defendant raise
a degree of evidence to claim a disclosure defence, and when the defendant
does so, the State may or may not then bear the burden of disproving
disclosure beyond a reasonable doubt.ccxii It is not always clear from the terms
of HIV-specific statutes how a jurisdiction will allocate these burdens of proof;
often this is left for courts to determine.ccxiii Accepted defences may provide
partial or total relief from punishment.ccxiv
Current criminal law treatment of defences in HIV cases
120. Defences are often limited to whether the HIV-positive person can prove
disclosure of his/her health status to the sexual partner before he or she
engaged in conduct that may have exposed them to HIV.ccxv The tension
between an individual’s desire and need to maintain control over personal
information and his/her ethical obligation to disclose the potential for HIVrelated risk is central to the controversy of using criminal law to encourage
disclosure or punish non-disclosure of HIV-positive status.
121. Prosecutors and judges often suggest that non-disclosure of HIV-positive
status is a conscious effort to deceive or harm. However, such behaviour may
result from “denial, lack of self-efficacy to disclose, or concerns over potential
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negaive repercussions of disclosure.”ccxvi Social and behavioural science
strongly suggest that disclosure is not as unambiguous as it appears under
the criminal justice approach.
122. In several recent cases, defendants have raised the defence of being in denial
– including in Canadaccxvii , Australia, 2008ccxviii; and Scotland 2010ccxix – but
have nevertheless been found to be criminally liable for their actions.ccxx In a
recent Belgian case, the defendant was in a state of faith-inspired denial,
believing he was cured by prayer, but was still found guilty of criminal HIV
transmission.ccxxi
123. Proof of disclosure is often placed on the accused. In cases of consensual,
intimate relationships, it is often difficult to prove, short of written
documentation.ccxxii Many cases are settled on the conflicting testimony of the
accused and accuser after the termination of a relationship. This is a
problematic use of the criminal law as retribution for a failed relationship, as
opposed to addressing situations where real harm was intended and/or
achieved.ccxxiii
Problems and issues raised by current approaches to defences
124. There is often a presumption in the law that a person would not engage in a
sexual relationship with someone if that partner was HIV-positive.ccxxiv This
presumption is stigmatizing and fails to account for the subjective, personal
decision-making that occurs in intimate relationships. This assumption makes
proving consent, like proving disclosure, very difficult.
125. Although, as a general rule, consent is not available as a defence to a crime
of violence, it can in practice play a role in assessing the degree, or even the
existence, of a criminal defendant’s culpability.ccxxv When someone engages
in otherwise-legal conduct with another individual that poses the risk of
serious physical harm – such as rugby or ice hockey – it is presumed that one
consents to the risks involved. Although in both of these sports – among the
five most dangerous in the worldccxxvi – it is unlikely that any of the players
consciously consent to the risk of death, that level of harm is possible.
However, it would not trigger criminal liability in the absence of evidence that
another player specifically intended that result.
126. The US Model Penal Code, for example, includes consent as a defence to
offenses that cause – or threaten – serious bodily harm when “the conduct
and the injury are reasonably foreseeable hazards of joint participation in any
concerted activity not forbidden by law.”ccxxvii Does consensual sex fall within
that category of activity, and if so, is it reasonable to single out the consensual
sexual conduct of individuals living with HIV for criminalisation? Most adults
are aware that engaging in sexual intimacy necessarily involves a degree of
risk of infection with an STI, including HIV. ccxxviii
127. Disclosure of HIV status is a personal decision that is affected by many
factors, including gauging trust, fear of rejection, and threat of violence. In
certain situations, disclosure may actually lead to threats of physical safety,
especially where there is unequal power in a relationship. Disclosure
requirements often affects women disproportionately, as they are more likely
to be subject to abuse, violence and stigma if they reveal their HIV status.ccxxix
Under such circumstances of duress, it may not be reasonable to expect or
require disclosure.
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128. An emerging issue is whether an undetectable viral load and/or excellent
adherence to ART decreases the risk of transmission enough that nondisclosure to sex partners may be excused.ccxxx Are proactive measures taken
to reduce the risk of harm, including an undetectable viral load, relevant
defences?
129. The criminal law's approach is to place sole responsibility on the person
capable of causing the harm of HIV. In contrast, three decades of public
health messages, supported by the World Health Organisation (WHO), the
Joint United Nations Programme on HIV/AIDS (UNAIDS) and others, have
stressed that every individual has a responsibility and opportunity for HIV
prevention, regardless of known or perceived HIV status. This stance
recognises that many people with HIV are not aware of their HIV-positive
status and those who are aware are sometimes unwilling or unable to disclose
before every sexual encounter.
130. Studies among men who have sex with men strongly suggest that criminal
prosecutions are exacerbating misconceptions around responsibility for HIV
prevention, "particularly the perception that the law now provides negative and
untested [individuals] with added protection from HIV in sexual
interactions"ccxxxi leading to a false sense of security.
Issues for consideration
131. Scientific and medical
(a) What is the meaning of individual or shared responsibility in relation to HIV
transmission?
(b) Is disclosure of known HIV-positive status an effective HIV prevention tool?
132. Legal and ethical response
(a) What should be the defences available to people criminally charged with HIV
non-disclosure, exposure or transmission?
(b) Should “consent” or “disclosure” operate as defences and what do they mean
in the context of HIV transmission?
(c) Is consent to have sexual intercourse sufficient to presume consent to the risk
of exposure to STIs, including HIV?
(d) Should non-verbal “disclosure” qualify as legally-sufficient disclosure?
(e) Are there situations (e.g. fear of violence) in which failure to disclose is
ethically and legally justified?

VI. PROOF
Current criminal law practice and issues
133. Being found guilty of a crime requires: (a) proof of intent to do wrong; (b) proof
of engaging in prohibited conduct to act on that intent; and (c) proof that the
conduct resulted in the intended or foreseeable harm. Proof of intent is
primarily discussed above (see IV Intent). Practices and concerns surrounding
other aspects of proof are addressed below.
Current practice in proving causation
134. Proving causation of transmission (i.e. that A transmitted HIV to B) comes up
in few jurisdictions, mostly where there are statutes that require transmission
for prosecution. Where such proof is required, the full complement of
evidence that could help determine whether the complainant was actually
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infected by the defendant is rarely fully investigated by police or examined in
court.ccxxxii
135. A common misconception – often shared by police, prosecutors, defence and
judges – is that scientific evidence that examines the genetic “fingerprint” of
HIV in both complainant and defendant, known as phylogenetic analysis, can
prove with certainty that the defendant infected the complainant.ccxxxiii
136. Jurisdictions that routinely use phylogenetic analysis as evidence in criminal
cases – notably England, Wales, and Sweden – have now established that all
sexual partners of the complainant(s) prior to their testing HIV-positive must
be considered potential sources of infection. Cases where past partners
cannot be traced to provide samples for testing, or where these samples are
also closely related to the complainant(s), have resulted in acquittalccxxxiv,
dismissalccxxxv, or abandonment.ccxxxvi
137. The direction of infection (that is, who was infected first and transmitted to the
other person) is often assumed in criminal cases based on who tested positive
first, or who the complainant is. These assumptions may mean that the
prosecution fails to examine the possibility that other sexual partners may
have posed other potential transmission risks.ccxxxvii
Problems and issues raised by current practice of proving causation
138. Phylogenetic analysis uses complex computational tools to create a
hypothetical diagram (known as a phylogenetic tree) to estimate how closely
related the samples of HIV taken from the complainant(s) and defendant are
likely to be in comparison to other samples. There are a variety of methods by
which scientists can increase their confidence that the viral samples are very
closely related in comparison to other samples. However, they can never be
completely confident that the defendant infected the complainant, based on
phylogenetic analysis alone, because they cannot eliminate the possibility that
a third (or fourth) party may have passed HIV to someone else who then
infected the complainant.ccxxxviii
139. On the other hand, where the samples are not closely related with a high
degree of confidence, this is evidence enough to show that the defendant
could not, and did not, infect the complainant. Consequently, there is enough
reasonable doubt to allow the prosecution to drop charges, or for the judge to
recommend to the jury that they acquit. Experts in virology state that the only
“safe” use of phylogenetic analysis in criminal HIV transmission cases is to
exonerate the accused. ccxxxix
"As phylogenetic experts who advise courts worldwide, we are calling for guidelines
on how phylogenetics should be used in criminal HIV investigations. The
inappropriate use of such evidence in suspected transmission cases can have dire
legal and social ramifications. The scientist’s job is not to argue for or against a
defendant’s guilt: that is a task for lawyers. Phylogenetic investigators should limit
themselves to an expert opinion on what information about viral transmission can be
deduced from their analysis. This must be derived impartially, for example by blinding
the identities of case subjects. Scientists must explain to courts that phylogenetic
analysis cannot ‘prove’ any particular hypothesis, such as ‘person A infected person
B’. Rather, results may be compatible with several hypotheses, or support one over
another. A priori hypothesis should be formulated by different independent
epidemiological experts, based on contact possibilities between the purported
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victim(s) and the defendant, and on any additional contacts or risk factors.
Phylogenetic analysis alone cannot exclude the possibility that HIV was transmitted
from A to B through unsampled persons. Although the direction of viral transmission
can sometimes be supported, it does not prove direct transmission."
Thomas Leitner, Los Alamos National Laboratory, New Mexico, on behalf of
eight co-authors, Nature, 19 May 2011.ccxl
140. Attempting to prove that one person caused the infection of another should
require the use of a combination of factual, medical and virological evidence
to support (or refute) testimony and other circumstantial evidence. However,
the practice of using all available evidence to attempt to reconstruct the fact,
timing and direction – i.e. did transmission take place, when, and who infected
whom? – of the HIV transmission event(s) under investigation, unfortunately
appears to be rare.
141. Someone who has recently been diagnosed HIV-positive may have no way of
knowing the source of their infection. Determining that their most recent
sexual partner is HIV-positive and did not inform them does not necessarily
mean that they acquired their own infection from that partner. There is
evidence that a patient’s recall of the person most likely to be the source of
their infection – often their most recent sexual contact – may be inaccurate.ccxli
ccxlii

142. Complainants in criminal HIV transmission investigations may not have
undergone HIV testing until after ending the relationship with the accused.
However, unless medical history suggests no other possible prior HIV risks –
sexually or otherwise – it would be incorrect to assume that a complainant
was HIV-negative prior to his or her relationship with the accused in the
absence of a documented previous negative HIV antibody test.
143. In some countries, scientific tests to estimate the likelihood of a recent
infection in persons already diagnosed as HIV-positive – known generically as
RITA tests (Recent Infection Testing Algorithm) – are used to calculate HIV
incidence rates at the population level. Currently, only the United Kingdom
returns results of RITA tests to newly diagnosed individuals. Those for whom
the RITA test suggests that they may have been recently infected may as a
result believe confidently that they know who was responsible for infecting
them. However, because of the considerable uncertainty around the
significance of RITA tests results at the individual level, this test alone is not
adequate to base such assumptions on.ccxliii
144. RITA tests are not reliable as indications of timing of infection for individuals in
the context of criminal proceedings because:
(a) They are designed to estimate recency and calculate incidence rates at the
population, not individual, level.
(b) The immune responses of individuals (which are measured in RITA tests)
vary; the RITA test for recency corresponds to an “average” response;
hence, it is useful at the population level but unreliable at the individual
level.
(c) Significant rates of false recent results have been repeatedly documented
in individuals, i.e. recent infection has been suggested by a positive RITA
test, but other means/methods have then demonstrated that the RITA test
result was incorrect in suggesting recent infection.ccxliv
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145. Discussions about causation of harm (limited to HIV transmission) never
examine to what extent the partner of the individual with HIV contributed to
the fact or risk of transmission, for example through:
(a) Untreated STIs
(b) Negligence in attending to their personal health conditions; or
(c) Insistence on higher risk sexual contact.
Current criminal law practice for using medical records as evidence
146. Key considerations in proving knowledge of HIV positive status are related to:
(a) when an individual learned of his/her HIV status, and (b) whether this was
before the contact at issue in a criminal case. Physicians' records of HIV
diagnoses and consultations with the accused about their health condition are
reasonably thought to be objective and reliable evidence on these matters.
Therefore, investigations focus on securing records that would normally
receive heightened privacy protection.
147. Prosecuting authorities can obtain records of diagnoses, track viral load
trends, document a history that may include other STIs, and access health
care providers' notes about behavioural changes recommended to the
defendant through warrant, subpoena, or application under one of the HIVspecific health privacy laws that often authorize disclosure of medical
information for broadly defined "law enforcement purposes".ccxlv
148. Medical records or other documents (such as client acknowledgment
formsccxlvi) are routinely used to prove a defendant’s knowledge that s/he
tested HIV-positive. These may also be used as evidence that the defendant:
(a) Knew how HIV was transmitted;
(b) Knew how to avoid exposing others to the virus;
(c) Knew they were infectious; and/or
(d) Previously engaged in behaviours criminalised in that jurisdiction.
149. Guidelines for healthcare professionals regarding issues of confidentiality and
disclosure of health information in cases of investigations into alleged criminal
HIV exposure or transmission exist in several countries, including
Australiaccxlvii, Canadaccxlviii, the United Kingdomccxlix and the United States.ccl
Problems and issues raised by current practice of using medical records
150. Widespread use of medical records in criminal proceedings has the potential
to reduce trust between patients and physicians. Reduced trust may diminish
opportunities for sexual health screening and support to decrease HIV-related
risk-taking activities.ccli cclii
151. Healthcare professionals have expressed concerns that engaging patients in
discussions about their risk-taking behaviour will obligate them to share what
they learn with law enforcement agencies and perhaps even testify against
patients in court.ccliii ccliv Concerns of this nature also appear to inhibit HIVpositive individuals' willingness to provide researchers with information that
can potentially inform HIV prevention strategies.cclv
152. UNAIDS recommends that “details of the accused person’s communications
to a health-care professional, spiritual adviser or other counsellor” should be
exempt from the legal discovery process, “so as to minimize the potentially
detrimental impact on access to counselling and support services that assist
in avoiding risky behaviour.”cclvi
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Issues for consideration
153. Scientific and medical
(a) What are the uses and limitations of phylogenetic analysis in determining
causality?
(b) What scientific evidence, if any, other than phylogenetic analysis may be
useful to prove causality?
(c) What are the implications and limitations of the Recent Infection Testing
Algorithm (RITA) that is sometimes used to estimate the timing of HIV
transmission for the prosecution of alleged cases of criminal transmission of
HIV?
154. Legal and social response
(a) What should be an accepted baseline for proving causation of transmission
under the law?
(b) How should the limitations of existing scientific methods used to establish
causation be represented in court cases?
(c) What are appropriate standards under which medical records can be
accessed for criminal law purposes?

VII. PENALTIES
Current criminal law practice and issues
155. The sentences prescribed for HIV transmission vary widely among
jurisdictions and countries, such that a fair overview of them lies beyond the
scope of this paper. However, some comparative sentences can be found
below in Chart 2.cclvii
156. Examples of prison sentences include an HIV-positive man in Australia who
was sentenced to 12 months in prison for smearing faeces on a police
officer.cclviii Similarly, an Indiana court convicted an HIV-positive man of battery
by bodily waste and sentenced him to six years imprisonment for throwing his
urine and faeces at a nurse in his detention facility.cclix An HIV-positive inmate
in New Jersey was found guilty of attempted murder for biting a corrections
officer and received a twenty-five year sentence.cclx
157. Being prosecuted in an HIV non-disclosure, exposure or transmission case
carries numerous consequences, including:
(a) Publicity that may reveal name, address, health status, sexual orientation
and sexual practices;
(b) Long and time-consuming trials, including time off of work;
(c) Deprivation of liberty through imprisonment or civil detainment; and
(d) Measures aimed at containing “sex offenders” (regularly reporting to police,
prohibition of certain jobs, etc).
158. Persons with convictions or sentence enhancements due to HIV status are
vulnerable to restrictions on liberty that persist as long as they are considered
dangerous, or even longer, under civil commitment or sex offender
registration schemes.
(a) Nushawn Williams, the New York State resident whose prosecution for
rape and reckless endangerment was the subject of highly sensationalised
media coverage (in the US and beyond), remains in custody at this writing
pursuant to a civil commitment statute enacted long after his sentencing.cclxi
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(b) Johnson Aziga, convicted of first-degree murder in an Ontario court
(Canada), testified in May at a "dangerous offender" hearing after which, if
the Crown prevails, his concurrent sentences for aggravated assault will be
made indefinite.cclxii
(c) In Sweden, public health laws have been used to isolate at least 100
people living with HIV. In 2005, the European Court of Human Rights held
that Sweden had violated the right to liberty and security of an HIV-positive
man by detaining him for up to 7 years.cclxiii
159. The United States and Canada have expansive sex offender registry laws.cclxiv
In the US, sex offender statutes operate free of the constitutional constraints
that apply to penal statutes, allowing legislatures to impose reporting
requirements, residency and job restrictions, and other hardships on
registrants, regardless of how long ago their criminal cases were
concluded.cclxv Sex offender regimes are dedicated to singling out, publicly
tagging, monitoring, and indefinitely controlling, to the greatest extent
possible, the individuals who fall within their scope.cclxvi
160. The following chart compares the sentencing schemes for HIV exposure, nondisclosure and/or transmission laws in select high-income countries with laws
punishing drinking and driving, recklessly or negligently endangering others,
and vehicular homicide. In comparison with HIV exposure, which often
carries negligible risk,cclxvii the danger posed by these crimes is similar or
greater.cclxviii As the chart below shows, the punishment for HIV exposure can
be much more severe. For the full chart with citations, see Appendix.
Chart 2: Comparing HIV sentencing with other offences
HIV Exposure Laws &
Drinking & Driving Laws
Prosecutions
USA
 First offense: <1 year in
 Range: 5-25 years in prison
prison
 Some states have
 Subsequent offense: <3 years
mandatory sex offender
registration
 Examples
o Georgia: 10 days - 1 year in
 Example statutes:
prison for first offense; 90
o Georgia: maximum 20
days - 1 year for second
years in prison
o Oklahoma: max 5 years
offense
o Oklahoma: 48 hours - 1
o California: max 8 years
year in prison for first
 Actual prosecutions:
offense; 1-5 years for
o Georgia: 8 years in prison
second offense
o Oklahoma: life sentence
o California: 96 hours - 6
months in prison for first
offense; 96 hours - 1 year
for second offense
Canada
 Punishment for
 Prosecuted under general
o First offense: Max 5 years
criminal laws:
o Assault: maximum 5 years
in prison
o Second offense: 30 days - 5
in prison
years
o Sexual assault: max 10
o Subsequent Offenses: 120
years
days - 5 years
o Assault causing bodily
harm: max 14 years
 If bodily harm results: Max 10
o Aggravated assault: max
years in prison
14 years
o Sexual assault causing
bodily harm: max 14 years
o Aggravated sexual assault:
max life in prison
o Attempted murder: max life
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Reckless
Endangerment
 Misdemeanor:
~2 years in
prison
 Felony: ~10
years in
prison

Vehicular
Homicide
 Range: 1-99
years in prison
 Examples:
o Georgia:
maximum 1
year in
prison
o Oklahoma:
max 1 year
o California:
max 4 years

 Criminal
negligence:
max 10 years
in prison

 Impaired
driving
causing
death: max
life in prison

England
& Wales

o Murder: max life
 Actual sentences have
reached 49 years and life in
prison
 Range (majority of
sentences): 2-8 years
 Prosecuted under general
laws:
o Intent to do grievous harm:
3-16 years in prison
o Recklessly inflicting bodily
harm: max 4 years

Australia

 Victoria (HIV-specific law):
max 25 years in prison

Germany

 Prosecuted under general
criminal law:
o Bodily injury: maximum 5
years in prison
o Aggravated assault: max
10 years

 Dangerous driving: <2 years
in prison

N/A

 First offense: <6 months in
prison
 Subsequent offenses: <1 year
 Max 5 years in prison

 Max 10-20
years in
prison
N/A

 Causing death
by careless
driving when
under the
influence: 0.514 years in
prison
 Max 10-20
years in
prison
N/A

Problems and issues raised by current practice
161. The term of incarceration the court will impose, after an admission of guilt or a
conviction, can vary greatly. Even in jurisdictions that use guideline systems
to promote uniformity of punishment, judicial discretion in sentencing is
typically very broad.cclxix
162. As can be seen in the above chart, punishment is disproportionate to the
sentences for what many people would consider similar or lesser harms. An
individual in Oklahoma can be sentenced to life in prison for HIV exposurecclxx
(not transmission), but will be sentenced to no more than a year for killing
someone with their car.cclxxi
163. Sending people to prison who, because of the nature of their actions or
because of measures they took to reduce infectiousness, could not have
transmitted HIV, may be the starkest symbol of the misapplication of the
criminal law in this context. But other penalties may prove equally
burdensome or worse, because they are indefinite and can vary according to
the identity and the discretion of the official supervising the offender. The use
of penalties such as probation supervision, sex offender registration, and civil
commitment are often highly intrusive and indefinite in duration.
164. The experience of detention may involve a choice between stigmatising
segregation from other inmatescclxxii and exposure to threats of violence in a
jail’s general population. Medical confidentiality may be disregarded there, by
design or through negligence; and antiretroviral drugs may be dispensed too
openly, at inappropriate intervals, or, at least in the short term, not at all.cclxxiii
165. Issues for consideration
(a) How can penalties be made proportionate to the actual harm caused in HIV
non-disclosure, exposure and transmission cases?
(b) What other types of harms are sufficiently comparable to provide a useful
framework for making HIV-related criminal punishments proportionate to
similar harms?
(c) Should quasi-criminal penalties, such as probation supervision and sex
offender registration requirements, be applied in HIV exposure cases
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involving adult consensual sex? Is it a category of penalty that makes
sense? If so, should it be applied to STIs beyond HIV?

VIII. CONCLUSION
166. The application of criminal law to HIV non-disclosure, exposure and
transmission should have the following goals:
(a) To allow society to “right a wrong” (achieve justice) where the behaviour is
blameworthy and punishment makes sense from a retributive and
deterrence perspective, that is, where the person realized that his or her
actions were likely to cause a serious harm and acted either with the intent
to cause that harm or serious disregard for the likely harmful consequence;
(b) To be based on the actual level of risk and harm involved in the particular
acts of non-disclosure, exposure or transmission;
(c) To treat HIV-related behaviour consistently in terms of harms, risk and
proof, based on scientific evidence and understanding, as well as to treat
HIV-related behaviour and harms in a manner that is proportionate to
comparable behaviour and harms other than HIV;
(d) To support pubic health goals to encourage the greatest number of people
to discuss their HIV concerns fully with health care professionals, get tested
for HIV, practice safe behaviour whether infected or not infected, to be able
and willing to disclose when appropriate, and be able and willing to take up
and remain on HIV treatment; and
(e) To minimise unwarranted State intrusion into adult consensual relations.
167. Based on the scope and variability of laws and practice, it can be argued that
these goals are not currently being achieved in the context the application of
criminal law to HIV non-disclosure, exposure and transmission. Rather, the
law often appears shaped by ignorance and/or prejudice regarding the
aetiology of HIV and its impact. This results in overly harsh charges,
miscarriages of justice, disproportionate sentences, and unhelpful and
incorrect public information and messages about HIV and those who live with
HIV.
168. Scientific and medical evidence relating to HIV, its modes of transmission and
the impact of treatment should guide and circumscribe the application of
criminal law to HIV non-disclosure, exposure and transmission. Principles of
proportionality, foreseeability, intent, causality and non-discrimination should
similarly be applied. Only through such considerations can there be an
evidence-informed and human rights-based application of the criminal law in
the context of HIV that achieves both justice and public health goals.
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APPENDIX: FULL CHARTS AND ENDNOTES
Chart 1: HIV infection and relative risks, from page 10
The chart below presents data comparing HIV infection to other sexually transmitted infections common
in high-income countries. These data illustrate that other sexually transmitted infections can pose
similar, and sometimes equally great or greater, risks than HIV. As outlined below, herpes simplex virus
type 2 (HSV-2) and human papillomavirus (HPV) are more prevalent than HIV in all countries included
in this chart. Gonorrhoea and HPV are far more easily transmissible than HIV during unprotected sexual
activity. Like HIV, HSV-2 is not curable. Potential consequences of HPV, gonorrhoea, and HSV- 2
include cancer, pelvic inflammatory disease, infertility, and infant death.
Disease

Prevalence

HIV

Country/Territory:
• Canada: 0.2%cclxxiv
• Western and Central
Europe: 0.2%cclxxv
• United States: 0.6%cclxxvi

Human
Papillomavirus
(HPV)

Country/Territory:
 Denmark
(Copenhagen):cclxxxiii
 Low-risk and/or highrisk types: 26.4%
 Germany:cclxxxiv
 Low-risk and/or highrisk types: 22.28%
 Italy (Turin):cclxxxv
 Low-risk and highrisk types: 13.0–
14.0%
 Netherlands:cclxxxvi
 High-risk types: 5.6%
 Spain (Valencia):cclxxxvii
 Low-risk and/or highrisk types: 12.99%
 United States:cclxxxviii
 Low-risk and/or highrisk types: 26.8%
Country/Territory:
 Denmark, Iceland,
Norway, and
Sweden:ccxcviii
 1.9% self-report ever
having gonorrhoea
 United Kingdom:ccxcix
 133 cases in women
per 100,000
population
 196 cases in men
per 100,000
population
 United States:ccc
 105.5 cases in
women per
100,000 population
 91.9 cases in men
per 100,000
population

Gonorrhoea

Associated Risk of
Transmission
 Infection rate per sexual
exposure to HIV:cclxxvii
• Receptive vaginal intercourse:
0.10%
• Insertive vaginal intercourse:
0.05%
• Receptive oral intercourse:
0.00-0.04%
• Insertive oral intercourse:
~0.00%
• Receptive anal intercourse:
1.40%
• Insertive anal intercourse:
0.065%
 Overall rate of HPV transmission
from the cervix to the penis:
17.4% per monthcclxxxix
 Overall rate of HPV transmission
from penis to the cervix: 4.9%
per monthccxc

 Estimated female to male
transmission rate per sexual
contact: 25.0%ccci
 Estimated male to female
transmission rate per sexual
contact: 50.0%cccii
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Infection Outcomes
 HIV is not curablecclxxviii
 Untreated HIV infection will almost inevitably lead to
illness and premature deathcclxxix
 HIV can be managed as a chronic disease through
the use of HAART (Highly Active Antiretroviral
Therapy)cclxxx,cclxxxi
 Early awareness of seroconversion and initiation of
HAART before significant deterioration of the
immune system begins may allow HIV-positive
individuals to experience a near-normal life
spancclxxxii

 There are more than forty types of HPV, classified
as low-risk or high-risk based on strength of
association with cervical cancerccxci
 High-risk HPV types cause 99% of cervical cancer
cases, as well as anal and other genital cancersccxcii
 The advent of HPV screening and prevention
technology has greatly reduced the number of
cervical cancer deaths in high-income countriesccxciii
 In 2007, 4,021 women died of cervical cancer in the
United Statesccxciv
 In 2008, 3,794 in Western Europe and 2,094 in
Northern Europe died of cervical cancerccxcv
 Cervical cancer ranks in the top 10 most prevalent
cancers among Black, Hispanic, American Indian
and Alaska Native women in the United Statesccxcvi
 Among women age 15-44, cervical cancer ranks
between the second and fifth most prevalent
cancers in the countries of Western and Northern
Europeccxcvii
 Gonorrhoea is treatable with antibioticsccciii
 Treating gonorrhoea continues to become more
difficult as drug resistance grows – Cephalosporins,
currently in use, are the fourth line of treatment for
gonorrhoea infectionccciv
 The United States Centers for Disease Control
(CDC) now recommends dual therapy for
gonorrhoea utilizing a cephalosporin and either
azithromycin or doxycycline, as certain strains are
demonstrating resistance to cephalosporins
alonecccv
 Untreated gonorrhoea can cause pelvic
inflammatory disease, ectopic pregnancy, and
infertilitycccvi
 Untreated gonorrhoea can increase susceptibility to
human immunodeficiency virus (HIV) infectioncccvii

Herpes
Simplex Virus
Type 2 (HSV-2)

Country/Territory:
 Australia:cccviii
 12.5% overall
prevalence among
adults
 Affects 1 in 6 women
and 1 in 12 men
 Western Europe:cccix
 Overall prevalence
as high as 18.0%
among women and
13.0% among men
 United States:cccx
 16.2% overall
population
prevalence

 Male to female transmission rate
per sexual contact: .089%cccxi
 Female to male transmission
rate per sexual contact:
.015%cccxii
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 HSV-2, like all other types of herpes, is not
curablecccxiii
 Can cause repeated outbreaks of genital sores and
lead to infant death if acquired during pregnancycccxiv
 Can increase susceptibility to HIV infection and can
increase infectiousness of HIV-positive
individualscccxv

Chart 2: Comparing HIV sentencing with other offences, from page 31

USA








Canada

England
& Wales

HIV Exposure Laws &
Prosecutions
cccxvi
Range: 5-25 years in prison
Some states have mandatory sex
cccxvii
offender registration
Examples statutes:
o Georgia: max 20 years in
cccxviii
prison
o Oklahoma: max 5 yearscccxix
o California: max 8 yearscccxx
Actual prosecutions:
o Georgia: 8 years in prisoncccxxi
Oklahoma: Life sentencecccxxii

 Prosecuted under general criminal
laws:cccxxxiv
o Assault: max 5 years in
cccxxxv
prison
o Sexual assault: max 10
yearscccxxxvi
o Assault causing bodily harm:
cccxxxvii
max 14 years
o Aggravated assault: max 14
cccxxxviii
years
o Sexual assault causing bodily
harm: max 14 yearscccxxxix
o Aggravated sexual assault: max
cccxl
life in prison
cccxli
o Attempted murder: max life
o Murder: max lifecccxlii
 Actual sentences have reached 49
yearscccxliii and life in prisoncccxliv
 Range (majority of sentences): 2-8
yearscccxlv
 Prosecuted under general laws:
cccliii
o Intent to do grievous harm:
3cccliv
16 years in prison
o Recklessly inflicting bodily
harm:ccclv max 4 yearsccclvi

Australia

 Victoria (HIV-specific law): max 25
ccclxi
years in prison

Germany

 Prosecuted under general criminal
law:
o Bodily injury: max 5 years in
ccclxvi
prison
o Aggravated assault: max 10
yearsccclxvii

Drinking & Driving Laws

Reckless
Endangerment
 Misdemeanour:
~2 years in
prisoncccxxviii
 Felony: ~10
years in
prisoncccxxix

Vehicular
Homicide
 Range: 1-99 years
cccxxx
in prison
 Examples:
o Georgia: max 1
year in
prisoncccxxxi
o Oklahoma: max
cccxxxii
1 year
 California: max 4
cccxxxiii
years

 Criminal
negligence:cccl
max 10 years in
cccli
prison

 Impaired driving
causing death:
max life in
ccclii
prison

 Dangerous driving:ccclvii <2
ccclviii
years in prison

N/A

 First offense: <6 months in
ccclxii
prison
 Subsequent offenses: <1
ccclxiii
year
 Max 5 years in prisonccclxviii

 Max 10-20
years in
prisonccclxiv

 Causing death by
careless driving
when under the
influence:ccclix 0.514 years in
ccclx
prison
 Max 10-20 years
ccclxv
in prison

 First offense: <1 year in
cccxxiii
prison
 Subsequent offense: <3
cccxxiv
years
 Examples
o Georgia: 10 days - 1 year in
prison for first offense; 90
days - 1 year for second
cccxxv
offense
o Oklahoma: 48 hours - 1
year in prison for first
offense; 1-5 years for
second offensecccxxvi
 California: 96 hours - 6
months in prison for first
offense; 96 hours - 1 year for
cccxxvii
second offense
 Punishment for
o First offense: Max 5 years
cccxlvi
in prison
o Second offense: 30 days - 5
cccxlvii
years
o Subsequent Offenses: 120
days - 5 yearscccxlviii
 If bodily harm results: Max 10
years in prisoncccxlix
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